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Law Library RecordSession 1923/24
Preliminary work.E. L. Ogden made first visit to Library on Thursday Sept. 13 and spent several hoursthere on Thurs. Fri & Sat and most of the day on Mon and Tues. H.H. Turner beganregular hours 8 to 1 on Monday Sept.17. Registration began on that day and continuedthrough Wednesday. Notices were posted, consultations held on hours of opening andother matters, much cleaning done and sufficient shifting of books to shelves accessions bypurchase, gift and loan. Returning students were shown changes in arrangement andnew sets added. Tables (all but 3) had been removed for use in registration. A dampand musty smell prevailed, desk was opened with difficulty, tables stood unevenly onswelled flooring and some of the books were damp with mold. Systematic wiping of allbooks & shelves was finished in about two-thirds of the Reading room by H.H. Turner, andpart of Room 13 by E. L. Ogden by Tuesday PM closing. (4:30) Hours decided on atpresent, E. L. O., Monday, Tues. Wed. Friday, 1 - 5:30 P. M., Thurs. 11 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.Saturday, 1 - 4 P. M.. H. H. T. 8 to 1 except on Thurs., 8 - 11. Miss Baker asked to haveregistration cards filled out, and as these are practically promises on the part of the studentto conform to rules, a tentative draft of rules was submitted to Miss Baker for approval.Supplies obtained were 200 cat. cards, 200 borrowers cards, a handful of rubber bands,and about twenty five guide cards. Superseded volumes were sold for waste paper to D.W. Hughes & Co., bringing $1.50 (rate 50¢ per 100 pounds) phone 2768. Volumes of nolegal interest found in the law library Sept. 1921 and stored there since that time weretaken from shelves to send to Carnegie Library.The following accessions were awaiting attention.(1) Accessions by purchaseWords and Phrases - v.1 - 8“ ” “ 2d. Ser. v.1 - 4Federal Statutes Annotated. Ed. 2. 12 vols.“ Suppl. 1918. 1919. 1920. 1921. 1922.Wigmore on Evidence Ed. 2. 5 v.U. S. Reports 258A. L. R. 23 - 24.Atlantic 119 - 120.N. E. 25, 138.N. W. 192.Pac. 213 - 214.S. E. 166.S O -S. W. 248 - 250Amer. digest. 2 Decennial. v. 24.“ ” Annual 16 A.
(2) Gift from E. T. Sanford.R.13 Evidence.Abbott, Austin.Trial evidence, the rules of evidence applicable on the trial of civil actions,N.Y. Baker, Voorhees & Co. 1882. E. T. Sanford - Library stamp.Room 13Bates, E. L.Federal equity procedure: A treatise on the procedure in Suits in Equity.Chicago, T. H. Flood & Co., 1901. 2v.Room 13Best, W. M.Principles of the law of evidence. with elementary rules for conducting theexamination of witnesses. Amer. ed. from 7th - English Ed. Boston.Charles C. Soule 1883. E.T. Sanford & Lib. Stamp.Room 13Bankruptcy.Collier, William M.The law and practice in bankruptcy under the National Bankruptcy Act of1898. Ed. 9. with decisions to July1 1912 by Frank B. Gilbert. Albany,Matthew Bender & Co. 1912. Red leather. Lib. stamp. E. T. SanfordDonovan, J. W.Modern jury trials and advocates containing condensed cases, with sketchesand speeches of American Advocates, the Art of winning cases and manner ofcounsel described with notes & rules of practice. Ed. 3. rev. N. Y. & Albany.Banks & Brothers. 1885. E. T. Sanford & Lib. Stamp.Room 13Statutes.The Federal Statutes Annotated 10 vs._suppl. 1909.not stamped.Federal Procedure.Foster, Roger.A treatise on federal practice. Civil and criminal. Ed. 4. Chic., Callaghan & Co.1909. 3v. E. T. Sanford & Lib. StampRoom 13BankruptcyGould, John M. & Blakemore, Arthur N.The bankruptcy act of 1898. Annotated and Explained. Boston: Little Brown& Co. 1904. E. T. Sanford & Lib. Stamp.Hamlin, Charles S.The act to regulate commerce (as amended) and acts supplementary thereto,indexed, digested and annotated. Boston, Little, Brown Co. 1907. E. T.Sanford, & Lib. Stamp.
Room 13Federal procedureHughes, Robert M.Handbook of jurisdiction and procedure in United States courts. St. Paul,Min., West Publ. Co. 1904. (Hornbook Series.) Lucky, Sanford, & Fowler. AndLib. Stamp Bender’s title Hughes Federal Procedure)Room 13U. S. Index digest of the reports of the United States circuit court of appeals. Rochester, N.Y. Lawyers’ Cooperative Pub. Co. 1900 - 1905. [v.1] 1 - 40 cc. A & 1 63 U. S. Appeals.[v.2] 41 - 60. c. c. A. E. T. Sanford, & Lib. Stamp.Room 13Forms.Loveland, Frank O.Forms of federal practice. Cincinnati: W. H. Anderson Co. 1903. 2 v. E. T.Sanford. (Back only marked) Lib. Stamp.Room 13Equity.Lube, D. C.An analysis of the principles of Equity pleading. San FranciscoBancroft-Whitney Co 1886. E. T. Sanford & Library Stamp.McGowan, Jonas Hartzell.The Lawyer’s handbook of federal practice. Washington D. C. Brodex pub.co. 1891. E. T. Sanford & Lib. StampRoom 13Banks & bankingMyer, William G.Federal decisions. Cases argued and detrmined in the U. S. Supreme Circuitand district courts of the United States.Pratt’s digest comprising the laws relating to National banks with annotations.Editions of 1893. Washington D. C. A. S. Pratt & Sons [1893]Room 13Tenn. Rogers, Jesse L.Magistrate’s manual and legal advisor. Nashville, Tenn. Marshall & BruceCompany. 1900. Lucky, Sanford & Fowles & Lib. Stamp.R. R. Rose, Walter MalinsNotes on the United States reports. v. 1-11. San Francisco.Bancroft-Whitney Co. 1899-1901. E. T. Sanford & Lib. Stamp. Rec’d Sept.15, 1923 List with U. S. Rpts.
Room 14Tenn. Shannon, Robert T.Digest of Tax laws of Tennessee and criminal cost laws with annotations.Nashville, Tenn. McQuiddy Printing Co. 1907. E. T. Sanford & Lib.Stamp.Room 13Federal ReportsShepard’s citations of all cases in the federal reporter. Ed. 3. N. Y. The FrankShepard Co. 1902. E. T. Sanford & Lib. Stamp.Room 15Shepard’s citations . U. S. Supreme Court Reports. Ed. 3 . 1902. Cop. 2. U. S.Supreme Ct. Rpts.Room 13General law.Smith, John William.A Selection of leading cases on various branches of the law. 8th Amer. ed.Phil. T. & J. W. Johnson & Co. 1885. E. T. Sanford bookplate. Lib.Stamp.Room 13Evidence.Stephen, James FitzjamesA digest of the law of Evidence 4th Eng. Ed. Amer. Edition by George Chase.N. Y. Printed for the Editor 1887. E. T. Sanford bookplate.Stephen, James Fitz James.A digest of the law of Evidence from the fifth Edition (1899.).... with....notes....bu George E. Beers assisted by Spotswood E. Bowes Hartford, Conn. DissellPub. Co. 1907 E. T. Sanford. Lib. Stamp.Room 13Compiled Statutes of the U. S. 1901. St. Paul West Pub. Co. 1902 3 v. TemporarySuppl. 1917. Lucky, Sanford & Fowles & Lib. Stamp dupl. 1st cop. In R. R.Room 13agricultureU. S. Dept. Agr. - Solicitor.Laws applicable to the United States Dept. Of Agriculture. Washington, Govt.Printing Off. 1908. E. T. Sanford and Lib. Stamp.Room 13Internal Rev.U. S. Internal revenue com’mInternal revenue laws in force Jan. 1. 1900.Room 13Comptroller of the Currency.Digest of national bank decisions. Washington D. C. Govt. print. off. 1908.Lib. Stamp.
Room 13U. S. U. S. Statutes at large. v.39. pt.1 - v. 40. pt.1-2. v.41. pt.1-Black, H. G.A dictionary of law. 1891Loveland, Frank O.Treatise on the law and proceedings in bankruptcy. Ed. 3, 1907Lent by Judge Jones.New York Reports 97 vols.British Ruling Cases 10 vols.Textbooks.Rules for Admission to the Bar. 5th Ed. West Pub. Co. 1915.Grounds and Rudiments of law. Hughes. v.1.2.3.4.Cases of administrative Law. Freund. American Hornbook Series.Applelate Procedure. Elliott.Trial practice incident to appeals. Carriers of passengers. Fetter. v.2Moore on Carriers. Sec. Ed. v.1.2.3.Addison on Contracts. v.1.2.3.Beach on the Modern Law of Contracts, including contracts and obligations ofCorporations. v.1.2.Bishop on Contracts Second Enlarged Edition.Keener’s Cases on Contracts. Second Edition by Wormster & Loreghran.Parsons on Contracts. Ninth Edition. 1.2.3. vols.Story on Contracts.Clephane on Business Corporations [organization and management]Cook on Corporations, Seventh Edition Vol. 1. Chapters 1-19. Sec.1. -330. p.1002Cook on Corporations, Seventh Edition Vol. 2. Chapters 20-38. Sec.1. -330. p.1003,2007. Cook on Corporations, Seventh Edition Vol. 3. Chapters 39-47. Sections 643-811.pages 2005-3036.Cook on Corporations, Seventh Edition Vol. 4. Chapters 48-56. Sections 812 -943.pages 3037-4030Cook on Corporations, Seventh Edition Vol. 5. [Forms, Table of Cases, Index.]Dillon’s Municipal Corporations. Fifth Edition. Vol. 1. Sec. 1-459.Dillon’s Municipal Corporations. Fifth Edition. Vol. 2. Sec.460-969.Dillon’s Municipal Corporations. Fifth Edition. Vol. 3. Sec.970-1349.Dillon’s Municipal Corporations. Fifth Edition. Vol. 4. Sec. 1350-1747.Dillon’s Municipal Corporations. Fifth Edition. Vol. 5. Table of Cases. Index.Frost. The Incorporation and Organization of Corporations.Taylor on Private Corporations. Fourth Edition.Wait on Insolvent Corporations. [Liquidations, Reorganization, dissolution &Winding Up of Contracts].Croswell. The Law relating to Electricity - [telegraphs, telephones, Electric railways,electric lighting.]
Wait. Engineering and Architectural Jurisprudence.Encyclopedia of Evidence. Third Biennial Supplement.Elliott on Evidence. vol. 1-[General Principles]Elliott on Evidence. vol. 2. [Instruments of Evidence.]Elliott on Evidence. vol. 3. [Actions, issues, parties.]Elliott on Evidence. vol. 4. [Crimes, Equity, Admiralty.]Moore on Facts. [Weight of Evidence.] vol. 1- 1-678-Moore on Facts. [Weight of Evidence]. 677-1281-Rapalje’s Law of Witnesses. Law of Evidence. Part 1. Law of Evidence. Part 2.Thayer Preliminary Treatise on Evidence at the Common Law.Underhill on Evidence.Weeks on Dispositions.Wills Circumstantial EvidenceMontgomery’s Manual of Federal Procedure. [Practice and forms].Lapp’s Important Federal Laws.Wilson on International Law. [Hornbook Series]Fuller on Interstate Commerce [construed by Supreme Court.]Woolen and Thornton. The Law of Intoxicating Liquors. vol. 1.Woolen and Thornton. The Law of Intoxicating Liquors. vol. 2.Hughes Instructions of Juries [Approved Forms]Cooke. Combinations, Monopolies, Labor Unions. Second Edition.Taylor’s Landlord and Tenant. vol. 1. Eighth Edition.Taylor’s Landlord and Tenant. vol. 2. Eighth Edition.Odgers on Libel and Slander. Fifth Edition - by the author, J. B. Eames and W. B.Odgers.Henry A. Alexander. Lien Laws of the South Eastern StatesBabbitt. The Law Applied to Motor Vehicles. [Second Edition Blackmore.]Whittaker’s Smith on Negligence.Wharton.- The Law of Negligence Second Edition.Beach on Contributary Negligence. [Third Edition, revised by John J. Crawford]Thompson on Negligence. vol. 1-2Crawford’s Annotated Negotiable instruments. Law. Revised uniform Edition.White’s Personal Injuries in Mines.Elliott’s General Practice vols. 1. [The Advocate’s work out of Court preparation fortrial.]Elliott’s General Practice. vol. 2. [The Advocate’s Work in Court. Trial practice.]Burroughs (W. H.) on Public Securities.Beach on Receivers - Alderson’s Edition.Benjamin on Sales. Seventh Edition. Bennett’s 1899.Tideman on Sales.Tiffany on Sales. [Hornbook Series].Taylor Public School Law of the United States.Ross on Inheritance Taxation. (with forms and Statutes)Gleason and Otis. Inheritance Taxation.
By closing time Tuesday afternoon purchased accessions had been recorded, temporaryentries made for Judge Sanford’s gifts and all accessions had been shelves in permanentlocations, as far as possible. This involved considerable shifting in Room 13 theacquisition of one set wall shelving in the library office and arrangements for buildingadditional shelving there and in the Reading Room. Notice was received that a catalogcase - 5 drawers- and a display case had been ordered, bills of lading just received.
Wednesday, Sept 19, 19238 A.M. to1 P. M. H. H. Turner.University opens formally at 10 A. M. but registration continues but law school lectures notto begin until Thursday. Copied list of books given by Judge Sanford. Attended openingExercises of University when building was closed for this purpose. Explained use oflibrary to several new students. Began copying list of books loaned by Judge Jones.1 P. M. to 5 P. M. E. L. OgdenCame about 11:30. Worked on furniture washing inkspots from tables and mold fromchairs (but not very thoroughly). cleaned several sections of books in Reading room.found C. J. & Cyc especially badly molded & the later damp to touch and binder’s labelspeeling off. Large tables were brought back much defaced with paint of various colors -Janitors promised to scrub these by morning.- Textbooks selected last year to keep inLibrary office were collected from shelves & from closet, periodical and pamphlet mailattended to. Miss Baker brought Miss Montgomery (Engineering Lib. - new) for a fewminutes. Secured cane chairs to supplement oak chair supply and at 5:30, shelves andseating arrangements were in order and ready for use. A few students, old and new camein to look at the library and information was given as to new books, and generalarrangement.
Thursday, Sept. 20 19238 - 11 A. M. H. H. TurnerAttendance. 19Books used 1 -“ lent 0.Only 3 really used library and 2 books asked for. Finished copying list of Judge Jones’books. Explained library to several newcomers & helped one student a little with hisschedule.
11 A. M. - 1:00 P. M. E. L. OgdenAttendance 11 to 1 3“ to 5 0Books used 0“ lent 0Rearranged and straightened desk, posted Library rules and other notices, showed libraryto one new student, wrote up notes of work prior to Sept.19. Jones on Evidence, 1908missing since Jan. 1922 found in Dr. Neal’s desk.Books rec’d 193 N. W.Harvard Law Review 26Kiser, Principles & practice of legal research. v. 1 1923 (Pam. On use of C. J.)Law books & their use (Lawyer’s coop. Pub. Co. Pamphlet)U. S. Bur Labor Statist. Labor legislation 1922Showed library to two students. Dean McDermott talked of possibility of his givinginstruction to freshmen in the arrangement of the library and use of books. Mr. Muir alsolooked through the library. Finished records for E.J. Sanford’s books and filed cards forsame. Finished entry and disposal of pams, periodicals and book notices accumulatedduring the summer. Left paste glass at Carnegie Lib. to be filled.
Friday. Sept. 22. 1923.8 - 1 H. H. TurnerAttendance 24-Books used- only by Prof. Muir-24 signed registration cards.Copied on book cards titles of volumes in case loaned be Judge Jones.1 - 5:30 P. M. E. L. OgdenAttendance 1Made brief entry author cards for books lent by Judge Jones. Asked janitor to bring backwastebasket and to ask Mr. Kirkman what was to be done about long tables - janitor said hecould not get paint off by scrubbing. Asked H. H. T. to phone to Carnegie Lib. inquiringwhen we could expect Tenn. report vols. ordered to replace lost vols. Dean McDermott &Mr. Muir came in - latter brought the mail. - former said he would ask to have it broughtregularly by janitor.P.S. Miss Baker could not find record of order. Will look up and report later.
Saturday. Sept. 22. 19238 - 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance 3faculty 3Continued process of signing library cards. Janitor brought unpainted table and carriedaway table in front of closet in reading room. Large pot of paste was brought fromCarnegie Library. Inserted sheets in bound volumes of reporters. Copied cards for JudgeJones’ books. The Dean brought word that Mr. John Morrell was entitled to a $50.00(worth) scholarship prize.1 - E. L. OgdenAttendance 1Got good table brought back & big tables scrubbed. Janitor will see what more can bedone to get rid of paint that will not wash off. Did a little cleaning in R. R.. No studentsafter 1:30. Janitor says Mr. Kirkman says building is to close at 2:30. Protested toJanitor (did not find Mr. Kirkman) Did a little cleaning in reading room. Left at 3:00 after aletter of protest to the dean. Went to Carnegie Lib. & left note for Miss Baker that Tenn.Rpts were asked for Oct. 10 & E. L.O. found no further record concerning them.
Monday. Sept. 24. 1923.8 - 1- H. H. Turner.AttendanceStudents 4Faculty 3Finished inserting sheets which had been overlooked Saturday. Pasted strips for bookpockets in Judge Jones’ collection. Had a few more registration cards signed. Had callfrom Dean who said that he had nothing whatever to do with closing early Saturdays, andthat he had told Mr. Kirkman that he must take up the matter with Miss Baker, and hewished Miss Ogden told this, please kindly!Mr. Muir brought mail for library. Copied cards for Judge Jones’ books. Inquiry as toclosing tomorrow for Fair but no information on the subject.Helped sundry newcomers about books etc. and introduced 3 to Bouvier’s Law Dictionary.Freshman inquired as to opportunity of purchasing second hand law books.
1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenReaders- 2Faculty Dean McDTwo readers already at work stayed till 3. Recorded pams. brought by Dean McDermottFriday, other work with records. Prepared memo for Miss Baker asking about return ofBlue books & that the following gifts of E. T. Sanford in April ‘23 be catalogued & sent us:Collier on bankruptcy. Ed. 7 & Ed. 10.Hager & Alexander Forms in bankruptcyLauson. Law of expert opinions & Evidence Ed. 2. 1900.Recounted incidents of Sat. closing & asked her to take this matter up with Mr. Kirkman sothat she could be the one to inform me of any change in schedule. Asked for supplies -typewriter paper- 50 sheets or more; desk blotters; alcohol for thinning vanish; memo ofaccession no of a vol sold for waste paper. (Had given a list of others before). Mentionedto the Dean the matter of tables to be cleaned or refinished.Went home by way of Carnegie Library & learned from Miss Baker that the library will beopen evenings Tuesday & Wednesdays with Miss Wiley in charge. Miss Baker willre-order Tenn. Reports
Tuesday, Sept. 25 1923.8 - 1 H. H. TurnerReaders 39Faculty 3Visitor 1 Mr Taylor [Law ‘21] from Chattanooga.Judge Jones said that the volumes mentioned (Felter on Carriers v.1) was “lost in theshuffle,” and that he never had owned remaining vols. of Stark’s Evidence- and he added thepleasing information that “to simplify matters” he would give this collection in case to thelibrary to be listed and cataloged accordingly, as regular library accessions. 3 urgentinquiries for Reporter indexes, on part of Seniors and much dismay expressed by same.Stamped child labor pamphlets. Dean brought charts which he has just explained to hisclass and asked to have them placed, on desk, and one put in drawer for reference.Finished copying book cards for Judge Jones’ collection. Tomorrow afternoon is given as aFair Holiday!
Tuesday Sept 25. 19231 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMade temporary author cards for uncatalogued material A-Bl. to be ready when catalog caseis rec’d. H. H. T. copies for subject entries.Attendance 8Extremely studious. Library continuously occupied until 5:30.Rec’d and hung National Reporter System calendar. Continued dusting Nat’l reportersystem.
Wednesday. Sept. 26. 1923.8 - 12 H. H. TurnerClasses adjourned at noon on account of Fair.Attendance 41Faculty 2Made copies for subject entries, & pockets and cards for books on shelf above Jonescollection.Janitor put new electric light bulb in hall. 2 visitors to see Dean - and messenger fromRegistrar’s office for Law faculty in re.? to schedule of classes. 2 representatives of theAmerican Law Book Co. paid library a visit & gave lecture on using chart. Alsocomplimented U. of T. upon Excellent Condition of library and intelligent placing andhandling of Corpus Juris and Cyc. (comparing Vanderbilt and State library in Nashville inthis respect.) and asked to have copies of chart posted on wall in conspicuous manner.12- University holiday on account of Division of State Fair.
Thursday, Sept. 27. 1923.8 - 11 H. H. Turner.Attendance 45Faculty. 2Mr. Wells brought supplies and Blue Books, and carried back Collier on Bankruptcy, 9-10 ed.At request of rep. of American Law Book Co. posted copies of Chart tentatively (app. byDean, “excellent idea”) Miss Williams from Carnegie Library came to see Miss Ogden, andannounced arrival of furniture....& said she would return later. Made copies for subjectentries. A student taking commercial law came to library to do assigned reading.11 - 1 E. L. OgdenAttendance 4Work - see report for 1 - 5:301 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance 5 studentsRoom unoccupied only for about a quarter of an hour between 4 & 4:30. Miss Williamscame - brought cards for books given by Judge Sanford in April 1923 and asked to haveuncatalogued eds. & copies of same work collected. for cataloging. Did this - made cardsfor Mr. Jones’ books (partly) for “official” author list and marked books with dates. Had avisit from Corpus Juris man. Wrote note to leave with Miss Baker asking about Saturdayhours. Told Miss Williams furniture could be sent at any time.
Friday. Sept 28 19238 - 1 H. H. TurnerAttendance- total 46Visitor from other depts. 1Students 42Faculty 3Harvard Law Review (current issue) asked for twice. Stamped volumes. given by JudgeJones, and added a touch of glue when needed. Reading room practically full entireforenoon, and about half a dozen studying in Room 13 - this is from 8 - 11.... Scatteredlater.... Messenger from Registrar’s office secured information in regard to class rooms andhours of classes. 3 volumes loaned for use in r. r.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenStudents 5Room continuously occupied.Dean-Display case came and catalogue case. Put out periodical nos. and a few books. Workedon records for Judge Jones’ books. Prepared list of books wanted for circulation in lawschool. meant to take it over but it rains so will not unless it stops in a few minutes.asked forAss’n of Amer. law schools. Select essays 3 v.Campbell’s Lives of the Chief Justices 4 v.Holland. Elements of jurisprudence 1 v.Maitland & Pollock. History of English law. 1 v.Hill, F. T. Decisive battles of the law.Hicks, F. C. Men and books famous in the law.Train, A. The prisoner at the bar.
Saturday. Sept. 29. 19238 - 1 H. H. TurnerAttendance.Students. 39Faculty. 3Visitors.Made list of books in librarian’s office. Janitor came and removed books for cataloguing.Several conferences in regard to early Saturday closing, between Dean, Mr. Kirkman, janitoretc. More or less futile, resulted in having it closed for the present [during football period],at 2.30, accordingly Dean requested notices put up to this effect. Dean and Mr. Baker bothdesire bound volumes of Harvard Law Review placed in a more conspicuous spot as theircontents are to be used by students as assigned collateral reading, and ought to be moreaccessible. Dean wants Miss Ogden ["please ma’am”] to borrow the Life of John Marshallfrom the Carnegie Library, as “invaluable for collateral reading.” Received stationary ofLaw Review to be called for by Mr. Baker. Wrote rough draft of article for Orange andWhite in regard to Judge Jones’ books.1 - 2:30 E. L. OgdenStudents. 1(to leave key)Suggested changes in notice for Orange & White. dusted reading room Read shelves inreading room (for sets only).Paperclipped in note: Sept. 29 Miss Baker sent word by Mr. Wells that she had beenunable to confer with Mr. Kirkman in regard to Saturday closing of library so that it wouldhave to coincide with closing of Ayres Hall for the present anyway- Janitor didn’t knowwhen building would be closed.
Monday. Oct. 1. 19238 - 1 H. H. Turner.Attendance.. 37Faculty... 2Students.... 35.Copied article on gifts to Law Library for Orange and White. The following were broughtfrom Carnegie Library and placed in display case.Holland’s JurisprudenceLives of Chief Justices of England. v.1.2.3.4.Beveridges Life of Marshall. v.1.2.3.4Hicks’ Men and Books.Parson’s Legal Doctrine and Social Progress.Frederic Trevor Hill’s Decisive Battles of the Law.Arthur Train, The prisoner at the bar.Select Essays in Anglo-American legal history. v.1.2.3.Pollock and Maitland’s History of English Law. v.1.2.Supreme Court of the United States with biographies of the Justices.v.1.2Maines Ancient Law.Maines Early laws and customs.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenStudents 5Faculty Dean McDermott & Mr. Muir.Books issued for use in Lib.- Mr. Muir - 1“ ” “ ” at home - Dean - 1Student – 1Marked records for Judge Jones’ books with location notations. Made book cards for booksfor circulation & made further changes in note for Orange & White. Dean McDermott willremind about shelves - carpenters were to measure for. Reading room continuouslyoccupied till closing time.
Tuesday. Oct. 2. 19238 - 1 H. H. TurnerAttendance 45Faculty 2Students. law 34commercial 4Copied article for Orange and White. revised list of volumes in librarian’s office.Assisted students sent by Mr. Steinmetz to find places in Tenn Code for assigned reading
1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance.Students 9Dean McDermottBooks & magazines for use in room 2“ for home use 1Finished location marks on temporary cards for Judge Jones’ books, mended. Miss Bakercame. Settled Sat. closing at 3:00, approved making temporary entries for alluncatalogued material; approved going on with postal law insert index. Announced Lib.open to night, possibly tomorrow but Mr. Kirkman did not know; Gave her note forOrange & White - She has arranged with a representative to call weekly for library news.Stayed till five.7 - 9 P. M.The library was open from 7 to 9 but no students.E. Wiley
Wednesday Oct. 3. 1923
8 - 1 H. H. TurnerAttendance 43Faculty 3Commercial law 2Regular students 38Had janitor removed strings etc. from cupboard. (ie waste wrapping material) Tried tohelp student find reference in 12 Q.B.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 6 (beside court)DeanBooks lent for home use 1Came by Carnegie Lib. & brought 1 pkge. book cards, 7 pkgs. cat cards, 1 desk blotter, andcatalogue cards made by Miss Mays in duplicate for Law lib. representing only the bookscatalogued within two years. Worked on these adding location marks and makingtemporary entries A-B.7:00 - 9:00 E. WileyNo students were in during the evening.
Thursday Oct. 4. 19238 - 11 H. H. TurnerAttendance 38Faculty 1Students 36Visitor [Charles ?????] 11Copied catalog cards. Lent 2 vols. for use in lib.11 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance 11a.m. - 1p.m. 11 - 5:30 6Lent for use in room 2Dean/Mr. MuirLast student left at 4:10 Worked on catalogue. Added to display case Forsyth History oftrial by jury. Showed one student how to use reporter blue books.
Friday Oct. 5, 19238 - 1 H. H. TurnerAttendance 43Faculty [Dean] 1Visitor 1Commercial law 2Students 39Book loaned for use in library 3Made revised notice of library hours and worked on Subject headings.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents present in room at 1 1Additional 4Dean 1No students after 3:30Worked on catalogue and on count of volumes in order to fill out inquiry card fromcommittee of Amer. Assn. of Law Libraries. Gave to Miss Baker to sign.
Saturday, Oct. 6, 19238 - 1 H. H. TurnerAttendance: 45Faculty: 3Visitor (Charles Morse) 1Commercial law:Regular students: 41Worked on subject headings.1 - 3:00 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents present in room at 1 P. M. 0Additional attendance 0Books lent for use in room 0“ ” “ home use 0Finished count of vols in library begun yesterday. Result as follows.Vols. in library 4564This includesloan of Judge Jones 126 v.gift of Judge Sanfordin process of cataloging 55v.also vols. in circulation, on display shelf, at bindery. Counted vols.. as bound exc. U.S. Rpts258 vols. (some of which we have only as combined in Curtis’ decisions), Century Digest 50v. Lawyers’ ed U.S. Rpts. counted as bound.
Monday. Oct. 8.19238 - 1 H. H. TurnerAttendance: 39Faculty : 2Visitors: to find students 2Commercial law 0regular students 35books borrowed for use in library. Reporter from Orange and White came forcontribution and said that he would bring information for future arrangements. The Deandesires that the door of Room 13 be kept open in future except when it is being used forintensive study or there is needed a greater degree of quiet than can otherwise be secured.Those in charge of reading room are asked to see that this is done and that all conversationof a foreign nature be discouraged! Copied list of volumes in librarian's office. Workedon subject cards.
Monday, Oct. 8 1923 (cont).1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents remaining from morning 2additional 9faculty (Dean) 1Circulation 0Received 2 blotters, and mending (gummed ) cloth, desk blotters (2), onionskin paper.Miss Williams will send steel eraser later- has to purchase one. Received also U.S. Postalguides Aug. Oct. Nov. Dec. 1922. with a note that 1923 nos. were not rec’d..
Tuesday. October 9. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance: 45Faculty: 2Visitors: 0Commercial law -- -- 4Regular Students 39Copied catalogue cards1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance:Students 14Faculty 0Circulation:For use in library 0“ home use 0Last reader left almost 4:30. Worked on catalogue.7 - 9Attendance: 0Students 0Faculty. 0CirculationFor use in reading room“ home use - 0
Wednesday. Oct. 10.19238 - 1 - H. H. Turner.Attendance 45Faculty : --------------- 2Visitors:Commercial law: 2Regular students: 41.Arranged catalogue cards.Circulation: 2For use in room - . 1“ home use 1-1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendancePresent at 1 P.M. 4Additional students 6Dean 1All gone by 4:30 No court.Circulation 0Worked on catalogue. Received from bindery Harvard Law Rev., v.1, 36; Journal of theconstitutional convention 1870 cop 2; Gibson's suits in chancery cop. 2. DeanMcDermott says a new compilation of Laws of Tenn. has been issued which we ought to get.A young woman wanted help looking up Ky & Ohio laws on limitations- will be in again.Find there is a janitor call bell on first floor.Wednesday Oct.10 19237 - 9 P. M. E. WileyAttendance (Commercial law) 1StudentsFacultyCirculationBooks for home use“ ” Use in reading room.
Thursday. October 11.19238 - 11- H. H. Turner.Attendance:................ 42Faculty ......................... 2Visitors..... 1Commercial laws. 1Regular students 37Circulation... 0For home use... 0“ use in reading room 0Copied catalogue cards. Helped a female in distress.11a.m - 5:30 pm E. L. OgdenAttendance. 11-1students 10faculty 21 to 5:30:students 8faculty 1Circulation-For use in room 0“ home use 1Room occupied continuously until 4:30. Received from Carnegie Lib. Federal statutesannotated v. 1-10 which had been sent for cataloguing. Wrote note to Miss Baker byrequest of Dean to say that Tenn. statutes 1923 are out and that he wants to have a full set ofTenn. statutes filed here. Worked on catalog.
Friday. Oct. 12. 19238 - 1 - H. H. Turner.Attendance:...... 51 -Students.........(2 com. law) 49faculty........ 2Circulation....books for home use... 1book “ Use in library.. 1copied subject cards.
1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance:Students (mostly business) 10Faculty 0Circulation 0Helped 1st yr. man to use Amer. Digest. Worked on catalogue. Miss Baker came to sayshe had not succeeded in finding the statistics (no.of vols.) sent by Miss Fay last year to theAmer. Ass'n of law libraries and that the Dean wants the count this year to include the no.ofvols. of state reports represented by the Nat'l reporter system. Volunteered to try to find astandard legal directory of last year to see what was published for U of Tenn. law library.Perhaps Knox. Bar Ass'n Lib. has one. Began the calculation of vols. Last student left about5.
Saturday. Oct. 13. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance 45Students [4 com. law.] 42faculty 3Circulationbooks for home use 0books “ Circulation in library 0Dean presented pencil sharpener - suggested having it fastened into book casescontaining Amer. Digests and said he would send janitor to screw up. (afterwards decidedto put above R. C. L. Copied subject cards. Mrs Hamer --
1 - 3:00 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 2Faculty 0Circulation 0Continued calculation of vols. represented by Reporter system. Counting last vol of eachstate report appearing on blue labels make out 1126 vols of Reporters represent 4384 vols.of state rpts.- reporters ending as follows: Atl. 120; N. E. 138; N.W. 193; Pac. 214; S.E.116; So. 95; S.W. 250. Statement in last standard legal directory (seen in Knox Bar Ass'nLib.) is Univ. of Tenn. Law Lib., E. Lucy Ogden, Lib’n., 5,000 vols (law).
Monday, Oct. 15. 19238- 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance 46Students. 2 com. law...... 44faculty.... 2CcirculationBooks for home use“ ” Library “.... 2.Copied subject cards.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 12Faculty (Dean) 1CirculationBooks for home use 1“ “ overnight 1Worked on subject catalogue. Dean said he was going to see what could be done toimprove the lights. Room continuously occupied till closing time.
Tuesday Oct. 16. 19238- 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance..Faculty... 3Students 35CirculationBooks for home use..“ ” use in library 1Dean brought copy of Report of Industrial Board of State of Idaho and suggested that displaycase was logical place for it. Worked on subject cards.
1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance:Students 8Faculty (Dean) 1Circulation 0Rec'd from Carnegie Libr.C.J. 31So 96SE 117SW 231Pac 215Tenn. Statutes 38 vols (removed 7 to send as dups to Carnegie Lib.)Worked on catalogue- Dean McD. asked again about Tenn. laws 1923. Last student left4:30. Shelved statutes in Room 13-7 - 9 E WileyAttendance:Students 2Faculty. 0Circulation 0For use in room 0For home use 0
Wednesday. Oct. 17. 1923.8- 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance -Faculty 3Students 39CirculationFor use in room - . 2For home use...Worked on catalog -1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance:Students (exclusive of court) 7Faculty 0CirculationFor home use 0“ use in room 3Worked on catalogue, shifted to make room for new vol. Pac. Rec'd one more vol. Tenn.Statutes. Took 3 vols to Carnegie Lib. for cataloguing.
7 - 9 E WileyAttendance 1Students 1Faculty 0Circulation 0For use in room 0For home use 0
Thursday, Oct. 18.19238- 11- H. H. TurnerAttendance.Students 35Faculty 2CirculationFor use in room 0For home use 0Worked on catalogue.11 - 1 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 6Faculty 11- 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 6Faculty 2Circulation periodicals to Mr. MuirRec'd from Carnegie library 33 books which were waiting there for cataloguing. These havealready been counted in our collection. Men who brought these also took remainingvolumes which had been waiting to go - duplicates & material of no legal interest .Worked on catalogue and part revised records for part of the books received. Many needmending, relabeling, dates etc.
Friday, Oct. 19. 19238- 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance..........Students [1 com. law] 40Faculty..... 3For use in room.... 2For home use....Worked on catalogue.
1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents (besides 3 staying over) 5Faculty 2CirculationFor use in room 1“ home use 0Mended and corrected records for Sanford books received yesterday.
Saturday, Oct. 20.19238 - 1- H. H. TurnerAttendanceStudents 32Faculty 2CirculationFor use in room 0For use at home 0Worked on catalogue.1 - 3:00 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 2, already in room, stayed to 2:14, otherwise 0Faculty 0CirculationFor use in room 0For home use 1Mended
Monday. Oct 22.19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance:Students 45Faculty 1Circulation:For use in room: 0For use at home: 0Worked on catalogue.
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1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]AttendanceStudents:In room at 1 3Additional 6Faculty 1Circulation 0Worked on catalogue. Rec'd from Carnegie Library 15 old vols which had been sent forcataloguing also U.S. 259; SW 252. Room occupied throughout afternoon tillclosing time.
Tuesday, Oct. 23. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance:Students 35Faculty: 3Circulation:For use in room: 3“ ” at home 1Worked on catalogue. Received revised schedule of classes from the Dean to post on board.Rec'd 25¢ as book fine1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents (5 +) 8Faculty (Dean) 1CirculationFor use in room 1For home use 2Received from Carnegie 18 books which had been sent by law lib. to be catalogued.Worked on catalogue.7 - 9 E. WileyAttendanceStudents 2Faculty 0Circulation:For use in room - 0“ ” at home - 0
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Wednesday, Oct. 24.1923
8 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance:Students: 45Faculty: 2Circulation:For use in room: 3For use at home:Worked on catalogue. Helped numerous freshmen with schedule.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance -Students (5 in room +) 10 (in addition to court)Faculty 1CirculationFor use in room 1For use at home 1Worked on catalogue.7 - 9 E. WileyAttendanceStudents 1Faculty 0CirculationFor use in room 0For use at home 0
Thursday. Oct. 25.19238 - 11- H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty: (8-11 +11-1) 2Students: (8-11 + 11-1) 37 +8Circulation:Books for use in library: 0“ ” “ at home: 0Worked on catalogue. Call from Miss Baker authorizing closing of library tomorrow. alsoexamining card drawers as she wanted to get Mr. Kirkman to pay bill for same.
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11 - 1 E. L. Ogden1 - 5:30Attendance 1 - 5:30Students 8Faculty 1CirculationBooks for use in library“ ” home useRec'd 1 old book re-catalogued also ALR 25. Worked on catalogue. Lent an old ed. ofCollier on bankruptcy until Saturday in view of probable holiday tomorrow. Miss Bakercame to discuss opening tomorrow. She was to inform H. H. T. of decision who wouldinform E. L. O. tonight. Room continuously occupied to 5:30.
Friday- Oct. 26. 19238 - 8:30.As reports about closing of Ayres Hall were conflicting, Miss Baker suggested H. H. T.opening law library as usual in response to request from Dean McDermott. Building beinglocked at 8 A.M. and Mr. Kirkman reporting that Dean Hoskins had emphatically declinedto change holiday orders, nothing further was done about the matter. Stayed half an houron chance of getting in. [H. H. T.][Closed for E. T. Division Fair] [E. L. O.]
Saturday. Oct. 27.19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance -Faculty -Students - 3Circulation -For home use: over Sunday 3 by request of DeanFor use in libraryRec'd from Miss Baker bowl containing bulbs with suggestion that they be placed wherethere was most sun. Consulted certain members of senior class who recommended placeon shelves of Room 13- Several students reported coming to library yesterday and findingbuilding locked. Worked on catalogue.
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1 - 5:30 3:00 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 2Books lent 0Worked on catalogue.
Monday. Oct. 29.19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance -Students - (2 com. law) 43Faculty - 2Circulation:Books for use at home:“ ” “ in library:Worked on catalog: Dean Porter.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents (12 in room) + 10Faculty 2CirculationFor use in room 3For home use(time?) 1“ ” “ over night 3Very studious - Tests approaching. Room continuously occupied till 5:30. Worked oncatalogue. Rec'd 2v. (old recatalogued)Yale law rev (bd..) v. 30-32
Tuesday. Oct. 30. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty- 2Students- 44Circulation-For use in library 1For home use 0Worked on catalog. Miss Greve. Very quiet - Rumor of a new schedule.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents (5 in room) + 7Faculty (Dean) 1Books lent for home use 4“ For use in roomNew books rec'd - 3Pams. “ 2New books are Yale law review v. 30-32.Tenn. Statutes 7 vols. (only one of these new)incl. 1923. also rec'd 5 vols. recatalogued.R. C. L. 2 was missing at 1 but found on shelves at 5:30.Worked on catalog; mended. Dean McDermott says new schedule will not be usedtomorrow as he has not finished working it out. The volumes lent were for special workthat seemed to justify the infraction of the rules.7 - 9 - E. WileyAttendanceFaculty 0Students 2CirculationFor use in libraryFor home use
Wednesday. Oct 31. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance -Faculty: 3Students: 43Circulation.Books lent for use in room: 2“ ” “ home use:Worked on catalog. Dean wished notices put up concerning new schedule.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents (Court) + 7Faculty (Dean) 1Rec'd Encyclopedic digest v. 15. Rec'd also steel eraser, card cat. cards for volumesrecently catalogued. Worked on catalog; 2 ref. questions. Room continuously occupieduntil closing time.
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7 - 9 E. WileyAttendanceFaculty 0Students 0CirculationBooks for home use 0Books for use in room 0
Thursday. Nov. 1. 19238 - 11 - H. H. TurnerAttendance 8-11 11-1Faculty 2 + 1Students 38 + 8CirculationFor home use 0For use in library 0Worked on card catalog. Dr. Moreland.11 - 11 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance.Students 12Faculty 2CirculationFor home use (overnight) 1“ ” “ 1 week 1“ use in room 6Worked on catalogue. Rec'd recatalogued and bound vols. Helped students find refs.Checked registration cards with Dean McDermott's class roll and corrected address list ofWest pub. co.
Friday. Nov. 2. 19238 - 1 - H. H. Turner.AttendanceStudents. 42Faculty. 2CirculationFor use in library. 3For use at home. 0Worked on catalog. Assisted students to sign cards.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents (2 in room) + 6Faculty 2CirculationFor use inlibrary 0For home use 0Mr. Muir used a number of volumes in his office & Mr. Baker took one upstairs to typewrite.Mended. Dean brought revised schedule which was posted. R.Room occupiedcontinuously till closing time.
Saturday. Nov. 3. 19238 - 1- H. H. Turner.AttendanceStudents. 42Faculty. 3CirculationFor use in library- 1“ ” at home- 2 (res.) Lent C. J. 12 with Dean’s con. Sant [?]Worked on catalog.Dean wishes to make new ruling for letting out books over Sunday during foot ball seasonand will consult Miss Ogden.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 3Faculty 0CirculationFor use over Sunday 2Worked on catalog.
Monday. Nov. 5. 19238 - 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance-Students. 45Faculty. 2Circulation-Books for use in library. 0Books for home use. 1Worked on catalog.
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1 - 5:30 [E. L, Ogden]AttendanceStudents 7Faculty. 2Circulation- 0Worked on catalog. Rec'd note from Miss Baker asking that on Dec. 1 and on first of monththereafter a slip be sent her showing no. of vols. cat'd and sent L.L. from cat dept.& addedto shelf list during month.
Tuesday, Nov. 6. 19238 - 1- H. H. TurnerAttendanceStudents. 38Faculty. 2CirculationBooks for use in library. 1“ ” “ at home.Worked on catalog. Mr. Muir called attention to fact that R.C. L. v. 14 was defective andvolunteered to write the publishers. Mr. Baker enquired for law school journals sent toTenn. Law Review as exchanges which have never been received and wondered if they hadbeen placed in display case by mistake.1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]AttendanceStudents 7Faculty 2Circulation.For home use 1For use in room 0.This not include a number of vols. used by Mr. Muir in his office. Holiday announced forMonday (Armistice Day). Collated 1-7 R. C. L., changed nos. on Encycl pleading & practice.Helped find refs.. The Columbia law review just rec'd came addressed to the Tenn. Law Rev.but last year it was decided that such periodicals received in exchange were to be treated asLibrary property. At least so I understood - that if these are displayed and lent to editorswhen needed, their purposes would be served.7 - 9 E WileyAttendanceStudents 3Faculty 0CirculationBooks for use in room 0“ ” home use 0
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Wednesday. Nov. 7. 19238 - 1- H. H. TurnerAttendanceStudents.Faculty. 3Circulation 40Books for use in room 1“ ” home use.Worked on catalog. Mr. Baker stated that it was perfectly satisfactory to keep allperiodicals received in exchange, in display case with right to consult them when needed.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 13Faculty 2Circulation.For use in R. R. 0“ home use (2 weeks) 1Lecture instead of court. No law classes will be held Saturday. Students may go toNashville to opening of Supreme Ct. Mended & finished collating R.C. L. Wrote note toMiss Baker about defective vol. 14 R.C. L. and to ask whether Law Library furniture etc. wasreported by the Library. If not, Mr. Muir wants a separate report from the Law Library.Dean McDermott suggests that Tenn. Reports might come more promptly if ordered ofJames G. Johnson, Knoxville distributing agent for lawyers. He is in the office of James B.Wright.7 - 9. E. WileyAttendanceFaculty 1Students 1Circulation- 0For use in room 0For home use 0
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Thursday, Nov. 8. 19238 - 11- H. H. TurnerAttendance 8 - 11am 11 - 1 pmFaculty: 1 7 1Students: 38 + 7Circulation -For use in room 0For home use. 0Worked on catalog. Miss Latta brought over from Carnegie Library a list of theirperiodicals with request from Miss Baker that H. H. T. make copies for on cards "when shehas finished what she is now on."11 - 1 E. L. Ogden1 - 5:30Attendance 1 - 5:30Students 12Faculty 1Circulation -For use in room 0“ home use (2 weeks) 1No account kept of books used by Mr. Muir in his office- Worked on cat. & shelf list.Rec'd Court of claims repts - . (cat'd) 15 vols. and added these to shelf list- Studentsvery busy in Reading room till closing time.
Friday. Nov. 9. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance:Faculty- 2Students. 35Circulation-For use in library- 2“ ” at home. 1Worked on catalog. Law book agent to see the Dean spent a good deal of time in library.Dean asked for copy of list of books given him by Miss Ogden (which he had mislaid) withrecommendation to order for library.
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1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]Attendance 4Faculty 1CirculationFor home use (2 weeks) 1Rec'd 7v. of U.S. Ct. Claims Rpts. (cat'd)216 Pac.Worked on catalog. Dean McDermott announced he had authorized the purchase of $400.00worth of books.
Saturday. Nov. 10. 19238 - 1 H. H. Turner.Attendance-Faculty- 0Students. 2 1 a former law studentCirculation 0For use in library. 0“ ” at home. 0Worked on catalog. No classes on account of Nashville game and opening of SupremeCourt.1 - 3 E. L. OgdenAttendance 0Circulation 0Rec'd: 147 Tenn. (cat-) Worked on catalogue.
Tuesday. Nov. 13. 19238 - 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance-Faculty. 1Students. 32Circulation-For home use (week) 1“ use in libraryWorked on catalogue. Mr. Muir called home to N. Dak. by death of his mother.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden.Attendance.Students 5Faculty 1Circulation- 0For home useWorked on catalogue7- 9- P. M.: E. WileyAttendanceStudents- 4-CirculationFor home use- Mr. Brooks - 2 – books
Wednesday Nov. 14. 19238- 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance:Faculty: 2Students: 35-Circulation:For home use: 1“ use in library: 2Worked on List of periodicals in Libraries of U of T. (work assigned by Miss Baker.)1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 8FacultyCirculation 0Worked on catalog. Mr. Douglas Powell took charge of delivering Caruther's Hist. of a lawsuit to Dr. Neal.7 - 9 E. WileyAttendanceStudents 4-Alphabetted cards.
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Thursday. Nov. 15. 1923.8 - 11 - H, H, TurnerAttendance 8-11 11-1Faculty- 0Students- 32 5Circulation- 0For home use: 0“ use in library - 0Worked catalog of period-s . Yellow cards were sent down from Carnegie Library for thispurpose.11 - 1 E. L. Ogden1 - 5:3-5:30Attendance 1 - 5:30Students 9Faculty 0CirculationFor home use 2For use in Library 0Worked on catalogue- Rec’d desk blotter. new stamp pad.
Friday. Nov. 16. 1923.8 -1. H. H. TurnerAttendance:Faculty. 1Students 30Circulation.For home use.“ use in library. 3Worked on catalog. of periods-.1 - 5:30 E L Ogden.Attendance-Students 4Faculty 0Circulation 0Worked on catalog.
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Saturday. Nov. 17. 19238 - 1- H. H. Turner.Attendance.Faculty. 1Students. 33Circulation-For use in library-“ ” at home 3 for over Sunday (reserve)with written consentof Dean.Worked on period. catalog.1 - 3 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 1Faculty 0Circulation 0Worked on catalog
Monday, Nov. 19. 19238- 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance.Faculty- 3Students- 35Circulation:For use in library. 1“ ” At home-Worked on periodical catalog.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 7Faculty 1CirculationFor home use (overnight) 1Rec’d (with cat. & shelf list cards)Public School Laws of Tenn. To July, 1923.Worked on catalog.
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Nov. 20 1923 Tuesday8 - 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance:Faculty- 2Students- 41Circulation-For home use 0“ use in library- 2Worked on period. catalog.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 11Faculty 0Circulation 0Worked on catalog.7 - 9P.M. E WileyAttendance-Faculty- 1Students- 22-Circulation- 1-Lecture by Mr. Stimetz on The Use of the Library-
Wednesday, Nov. 21. 19238 - 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance.Faculty. 2Students. 37Circulation.For home use 1 (from display case)“ use in library-Finished copying catalog of periodicals.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents (besides court) 15Faculty 1Circulation 0Worked on catalog. Learned that a course of lectures on the use of law books is to begiven by Mr. Stinemetz every Tuesday evening.
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7 - 9 P.M. E. WileyAttendanceFaculty 0Students 2CirculationFor home use 0For use in library 1
Thursday Nov. 22. 19238 - 11. H. H. TurnerAttendance- 8-11 11-1Faculty. 1Students. 40 + 4Circulation-For use in library 1“ home useWorked on odd jobs connected with catalog.11-11 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance. 1 - 5:30Students (Besides these the rooms werefull of students addressingTenn. Law rev.) 8Faculty 3CirculationFor use inroom 2Worked on catalog.
Friday. Nov. 23. 1923.8 - 1 H. H. Turner.Attendance-Faculty- 3-Students- 45-Circulation-For use in library 4-“ home use 0Ruled card & "refreshed memory on use of law books." ( Miss Fay's book ; and "Lawbooks, their Purposes and use; " A. L. A. Catalog Rules.)
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 8Faculty 1Circulation (for home use overnight) 1Worked on catalog.
Saturday. Nov. 24. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance.Faculty. 1-Students. 41-Circulation-For use in library.“ home use.Copied shelf list cards.1 - 3:00 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 1Faculty 0CirculationFor home use (over Sunday. 1For use in Library 0
Monday Nov 26. 19238 - 1-30 H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 2Students 44CirculationFor use in library.“ home use. 1 + 2 for overnightAs library closed for memorial service for Dr. Wait and work was suspended for remainderof day, book was lent for use overnight. at 1:15- R. R. very quiet. Students preparingresolutions for Dr. Wait.E. L. O. 1 - 1:30-Report included in above-
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Tuesday, November 27. 19238 - 1- H. H. Turner.Attendance-Faculty- 2Students- 41Circulation.For use in library- 2“ ” at home (from loan collection)11 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]AttendanceStudents 7Faculty 0CirculationFor use in room 3Received 121 Atl.253 S. W.Worked on catalog.7 - 9 - E. WileyAttendance 26Students 25Faculty 1CirculationFor use in room 0For home use 2Lecture by Mr Steinmetz - in Lecture Room-
Wednesday - November 28. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance-Faculty- 3Students- 32Circulation.For use in library- 1“ ” at home
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1- 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 5Faculty 1CirculationFor use in Library 0“ ” at home 0Worked on catalogue.7 - 9 E WileyAttendance-Faculty 0Students 0CirculationFor use in Library 0For use at home 0
November 29- Thanksgiving
Friday- November 30. 19238 - 1 - H. H. Turner.AttendanceFaculty- 2Students- 43CirculationFor use in library- 2“ ” at home-Worked on catalog-
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1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]AttendanceStudents 8FacultyCirculation 0Received.(1) New books by purchase - cat'dRandal, Instruction to juries 5v.Huffcut Agency 1v.Schneider Workmen's comp. 2v.Keezer Marriage and Divorce 1v.Tiedeman Amer. law. real prop. 1v.Woodward Law of quasi contracts 1v.Simkins Federal practice 1v.Wharton. Treastise on criminal prac. 4v.(2) Gifts, previously sent by L. L. to Carnegie Lib. for binding & catalogingGordon. Digest of U.S. laws 1v.Black's law dictionary 1v.Worked on catalogue
Saturday, Dec. 1. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance-Faculty- 3Students- 44CirculationBooks for use in library“ ” at home. 1- (1 reserve)Worked on catalog. Dean wishes library closed all next week " to permit students toattend inspirational services at Jefferson Hall." ( i.e. closed at chapel hour only)1 - 3 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 2Circulationfor over Sunday 2Worked on catalog.
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Monday- Dec.3. 1923.8 - 1 - H. H. Turner(library closed from 11 -15 - 12 - 15 for chapel services)Attendance.Faculty- 3Students- 31Circulation-For home use-“ use in library-Worked on catalog-1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 5Faculty 1Circulation 0Took defective copy of R.C. L. v. 14 to Library. Dean brought a student to stand an examin Library while he was out. Worked on catalog.
Tuesday, Dec. 4. 19238 - 1 - H. H. Turner(Library closed from 11-15 -12-15 for Chapel services.)Attendance-Faculty- 2Students- 29.CirculationFor home use..“ use in library- 2Worked on catalog.
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1 - 5:30 E L OgdenAttendanceStudents 7Faculty 1Circulation 0Worked on catalog.Rec'd14 RCL to replace defective copy.Made report to Carnegie Libr. of books rec'd in Nov. vols.Serials, new vols. added to sets in progress 4“ 1 new set 22non-serials (new) 9 works in 16“ ” hich had been sent by Law Lib. for binding& cataloging. 2Total added to shelf list 447 - 9 P.M. E WileyAttendance 12Faculty 1Students 11CirculationFor use in room 0For home use 1Mr. Steinmetz gave lecture. Students were in library before class studying - After class 5stayed until closing time-
Wednesday Dec. 5. 1923Closed from 11 - 15 - 12 - 15 for chapel ex.8 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance-Faculty- 2Students- 42Circulation-For use in library. 1“ ” at home. 1Worked on catalog.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden.AttendanceStudents 8Faculty 1Circulation 0Worked on catalog.Lights off at 5:10.Rec'd supplies from Carnegie Lib. pens, slips, desk blotter, 5 pks cat cds, 1 pk. envelopes.7 - 9 P.M. E WileyAttendanceStudentsFaculty-Circulation-For use in Library 0For use at home 0One student was in for a few minutes only.
Thursday, December 6, 19238 - 11-15 H. H. Turner.12 - 1 E. L. Ogden.Attendance-Faculty- 2-Students- 39 + 5Visitor- 1CirculationFor home use-“ use in library.Worked on catalog. (1 Visitor, Mr. Gresham, class '22 (?) to consult law library; see note.)Received notice of date of State Bar examination with request to post on bulletin board. (State bar exam. held Jan. 24 & 25)
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden.Attendance.Students 8Faculty 1Circulation 0For use in Reading Room 1Rec'd. new books, purchasedShipman, Handbook of common law pleadingClark. Elementary lawMaupin Marketable title to real estateHolmes, The common lawPerry- Trusts 2vWarren Supreme Court in U.S. History 3v.6 works 9v.Shifted to make room for new vols. posted notice that cat was ready for use & postednotice of new books. rec'd Nov. & Dec. Miss Baker says Mr. Muir may have discardedadvance sheets of reporters.
Friday- December 7. 19238 - 1 - H. H. Turnerclosed for chapel period.Attendance.Faculty- 2Students- 43.For home use-“ use in library-Worked on catalog.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 7Faculty 0CirculationFor use in reading room 2“ home use 0Rec'd new books217 Pac.Webl's & Meigs Digest v. 1-3, 5Total 4v.Worked on catalog.
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Saturday- December 8. 19238 - 1 - H. H. Turner.Library closed during Chapel period. 11-15-12-15.Attendance-Faculty- 2Students- 47Circulation-For use in library- 2“ ” At home- 1- loan collectionWorked on catalog-1 - 3 E. L. OgdenAttendance.Students 2Faculty 0CirculationFor home use (overnight) 1“ use in roomWorked on catalog.Rec’d. 260 U. S.
Monday. December 10. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance-Students 37-Faculty 2-CirculationFor home use 0“ use in room 0Worked on catalog.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance 9Faculty 2Students 9CirculationFor use in reading room- 2For home use 0Rec'd 1 pam.- U. S. Labor Bur. Bul. 244Tenn. law reviewWorked on catalog.
Tuesday, December 11. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 3Students 46CirculationFor use in library 3“ home use 2 pamphlets for special work ass. by DeanWorked on catalog. Rec'd from the Dean "The Problem of Proof" by Albert S. Osborn -with request that it be catalogud - and two students at once signed reserve cards for it.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendancStudents 7Faculty 1CirculationFor use in reading room 2For home use 0Worked on catalog.7 - 9PM E WileyAttendanceStudents 12-Faculty 0Circulation 0For use in Reading RoomFor home use
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Wednesday- December 12. 19238 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendance.Faculty 3Students 36CirculationFor use in library“ ” At home.Worked on catalog. Messenger from Dean's office with book "Legal bibliography " forDean McDermott. Representative of Lawyer's Coop Pub. Co. A quasi holiday onaccount of carnival preparations.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 7Faculty-CirculationFor use in reading room 2For home use 0Worked on catalog- Burdick's The American Constitution, rec'd from pub. by Dean,brought by him to the Law Lib. sent to Carnegie Library for cataloging.7 - 9PM E WileyAttendanceStudents 0Faculty 0
Thursday. December 13. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance-Faculty. 1Students. 34CirculationFor use in library 0“ ” At home 0Worked on catalog.
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1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]AttendanceStudents 10Faculty (very brief) 2CirculationFor use in Lib- 0“ Home useRevised inventory lists.
Friday Dec. 14. 19238 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 1-Students 50.CirculationFor use in library 3“ ” at homeWorked on catalog1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceFaculty 2Students 5CirculationFor use in Library“ Home use-Rec'd new from Carnegie Lib- cat'dOsborn Problem of Proof.Montgomery Income Tax procedure 1923.Worked on inventory lists. Copied portions of the bibliog in Osborn's problem of proof.Suggestions made for opening the library during the Christmas holiday - for perhaps anhour every other day for borrowing & exchange of books- to be formulated by studentsand taken up by them with the Dean. E. L. O. thinks arrangements can be made forsupervision
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Saturday, December 15. 19238 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendance.Faculty. 3Students. 37CirculationFor use in library“ home use. 1 from loan col.Worked on catalog.1 - 3 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 1Faculty 0CirculationFor use in library“ home use (over night) 2Took inventory of treatises Room 13. Shifted - Room 13.
Monday. Dec. 17. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance.Faculty. 3Students. 38CirculationFor home use 2 from loan collection“ use in libraryWorked on catalog. Mr. Steinmetz conducted (1st year ) class in library uses and H. H. T.availed herself thereof.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance 9Students 9Faculty 1Circulation 0Worked on revision of inventory lists.
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Tuesday, December 18. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance.Faculty. 2Students. 42Circulation-For use in library 2“ ” at home 0Worked on catalog.1 - 1:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceFaculty 1Students 8CirculationFor use in library 0For home use- 0Rec'd 194 N. W.118 S. E.32 C. J.Sup. 4 R. C. L.Worked on catalog.& posted notices that the Lib. would be open 11-12, Dec. 26, 28, 31 forborrowing books.7 - 9PM- E WileyAttendanceStudents 1Faculty 0CirculationFor use in Library 0For use at home 0
Wednesday, Dec. 19. 19238 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 2Students 29CirculationFor use in library“ ” at homeWorked on catalog. Callers. Mr. Mayes (libr. furniture co.) Miss Hess to see the Dean.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents (besides court) 5Faculty 1CirculationFor use in library 0“ home use. 0Rec'd 261 U. S.Keener on quasi-contractsCollier on bankruptcy. v. 1-3.Finished revision of inventory sheets of Room 13 and made inventory.7 - 9PM E WileyAttendanceStudents 1Faculty 0CirculationFor use in Library 0For use at home 0
Thursday. December 20. 19238 - 11 - H. H. Turner11 - 1 E. L. OgdenAttendanceFaculty 1Students 25 + 6CirculationFor use at home“ ” in libraryWorked on catalog.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 6Faculty 1CirculationFor use at home“ ” in library.Finished inventory sheets and inventory mended. Miss Baker called-
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Friday December 21. 1923
8 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 2Students 34Circulation: 1For use at home 10“ ” in libraryWorked on catalog.1 - 5:30 4:00 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 2Faculty 0Circulation 0Mended, put desk in order etc..Library closed until Dec. 26 at 11 a..m. Reading room occupied continuously until closingtime.
Wednesday Dec. 2611-12 a. m. E. L. OgdenAttendance-Students 5Faculty 1CirculationFor use until Dec. 28 8
Friday Dec. 2811-12 a. m. E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 6Faculty 1CirculationFor use until Dec. 31 8
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Monday Dec. 3111-12 a. m. Mr. Muir (offered to take E. L. O.'s place as it was raining)Attendance-Circulation 3
Wednesday. Jan. 2. 19248 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance-Students 25Faculty- 2-CirculationFor use in library“ ” at home.1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden.AttendanceStudents 8Faculty 1CirculationFor use in Library 1For home use 6Mended.7 - 9 - E WileyAttendanceFaculty 0Students 0CirculationFor use in Library 0For use at home 0
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Thursday, Jan. 3. 19248 - 11 - H. H. Turner11 - 1 E. L. OgdenAttendanceFaculty 1 + 2Students 26 + 2Visitor 1CirculationFor use in library 2“ ” at home 1 + 1 For Tenn. Law Review1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance-Student 8Faculty 2CirculationFor use in Library 2For home use 1Rec'd Bishop on criminal law (new) 2v.Worked on catalogue-
Friday. Jan. 4. 1924.8 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance-Faculty- 3Students- 48Mr. Deitch 1CirculationFor use in library- 1“ ” at home –
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance 8Students 8Faculty 2CirculationFor home use 2“ use in library. 2Reported books rec'd in Dec. - For copy see lower right desk drawer folder marked reports-prepared this sheet for tabulation of past & future reports. Requested supplies: Deskblotter, rubber bands, calendar pad- Rec'd 5¢ fine money from Mr. Powell - sent it toCarnegie Lib.
Saturday. January 5.19248 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty- 4Students- 44Circulation-For home use - 1“ use in library.Copied list of books in library office. Posted examination schedule.1 - 3:00 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 2Faculty 1CirculationFor home use 5 + 1For use in libraryRec'd Amer. Digest v. 17A26 A. L. R.pam from Carnegie Lib. Shepards Citations-Four students busy until Lib. closed - Rec'd supplies from Carnegie Lib. etc. 1924 Calendarpad -Recorded books & pams rec'd- answered questions of students supplied. book cataloguesfor Mr. Muir and other miscellaneous-
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Monday. January. 7. 19248 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendance:Faculty- 2Students- 53Circulation-For home use 1-For use in library-Attended Mr. Steinmetz' lecture on use of library - law books. Rec'd message from Dean'soffice for Dean McDermott in regard to meeting of Curriculum Cttee today at 4. Visitor fromtown searching for Tenn. Code 1858. Aided by Messrs Bass and Baker succeeded - infinding it isn't here! H. H. T. also learned how (?).1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance.Students 5Faculty 1CirculationFor use in Tenn. Law Rev. office 1For home use 0Worked with pams. Took Miss Baker a note of Dean recommending purchase of Tenn.citations. Students very busy - only 5 came in but 6 were already there - all stayed a longtime.Note paper clipped to this page says:Mosquito killed in law library Jan 7, 1924 ELO killed one Jan, 5 - too! Found wigglers inwater of vase & threw away plants.
Tuesday. January 8. 19248 - 1- H. H. TurnerAttendance-Faculty 2Students 45CirculationFor home use. 0“ use in library. 2
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1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]AttendanceFaculty 2Students 12Circulation 0Rec'd from Carnegie Library-Burdick. American constitution. (new) - gift pub.Clark Outlines for review. new- gift pub.Worked on catalog and miscellaneous.7 - 9PM E WileyAttendanceStudents 62 books returned-Lights went off at 8:10 & students left soon after. No reason for this could be obtained &several students were much disappointed. This notice written by flashlight at about 9 PM..
Wednesday. January 9. 1924.8 - 1- H. H. Turner.AttendanceFaculty 2Students 41CirculationFor home use“ use in library 1Copied cards for pamphlet file. Dr. Hamer. 2 strangers.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance- Students 11 (in addition to court)Faculty 2CirculationFor use in library 3For home use- 0Worked on catalog & miscellaneous7 - 9P.M. E WileyAttendanceStudents 6
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Thursday. January 10. 19248 - 11 - H. H. Turner11 - 1 E. L. OgdenAttendance- 8-11 11-1Faculty- 1 + (?)Students- 28 4Circulation-For home use 0 + 1“ use in library 0Finished copying pamphlet cards.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance.Students 6Faculty 1Circulation-For use in library 2For home use 01Worked on catalog. 25¢ 10¢ fine collected from Mr Bishop. in the morning.
Friday. January. 11. 1924.8 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendance.Faculty 2Students. 40CirculationFor home use 0“ use in the library 1Rec'd .50¢ from Mr. Garrett in fines.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance-Students 11Faculty 1CirculationFor use in library 1For home use 6Worked on catalog. Practically finished version of subjects and cross references &checking with official author list & revision of alphabetical arrangement.
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Saturday, January 12. 1924
8 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 4Students 40CirculationFor use in library. 3“ home use. 01 lawyer (Mr Spahr) to look use Advance sheets.1 - 3:00 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 14Faculty 0CirculationFor home use 16For use in library 1
Monday January 14. 19248 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 2Students 37Circulation.For home use- 1“ use in libraryFirst examination (Seniors) conducted 9-12.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceFaculty 1Students 12Stranger 1 (worked 2 hours or more)CirculationFor use in reading room 1For home use- 9
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Tuesday January 15. 19248 - 1, H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 2Students 28CirculationBooks for use in library 4“ ” home use.Indexed postal law inserts.
1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance-Students 9Faculty 2Circulation-Books for use in library- 2“ ” home use 17 - 9PM. E WileyAttendance 5.Students 4Faculty- 0Visitor 1.Circulationbooks for Home use 3-
Wednesday January 16. 19248 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 2Students 25CirculationBooks for use in library 4“ home “ 0Indexed postal law inserts
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 2Faculty 1CirculationFor use in Library 2For home use 0Mounted Postal Law Inserts-7 - 9PM. E WileyAttendance 3-StudentsFacultyCirculationBooks for use in library 2“ ” “ at home 1
Thursday, January 17. 19248 - 11 H. H. TurnerAttendance 8-11 11-1Faculty 2Students 15 + 5CirculationFor home use 1“ use in library 1 + 2Filed postal law inserts1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]Students 10Books lent (?)
Friday. January 18. 19248 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendance:Faculty 1Students 20CirculationFor home use“ use in library 2
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 10Faculty 1CirculationFor home use 8For use in library 3Worked on shelf list. Rec'd from Carnegie Lib. - cat'd-Chalmers Probate Law, Miss & Tenn 1890Peake T. Compendium of the law of evidence 1802Also Burrows Rpts v. 5 which had been in lib. before but only now added tocatalogue.
Saturday January 19 19248 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendance.Faculty. 0Students 16Visitor (Mr. Spahr) 1CirculationFor use in library 2-“ home use 2-1 - 5:30 3:00 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 7Faculty 0CirculationFor use in library 1For home use 9Rec'd cat. cards for books rec'd since Jan. Dec. 15. Added location marks, adjusted subjectheadings etc.
Monday, January 21. 19248 - 1. H. H. Turner.AttendanceFaculty 1Students 35CirculationFor use in library 3For home use.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 0 5 (besides coming & going for exam)Faculty 0CirculationFor use in lib.For home use 9For use in Library 3Worked on catalog& miscellaneous.
Tuesday January 22. 19248 - 1. H. H. Turner.Attendance:Faculty 2Students 28Circulation.For use in library 1“ home use.Filed cat. cards etc.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 6Faculty 0CirculationFor use in lib. 0For home use 2Rec'd - from Carnegie Lib - cat'd. Gifts fr Mrs. Maynard.App. to Kinne's law compendium no. 1 c1842Wash. reports (Va.) v. 1 cop. 2Ellis & Blackburn's {?} Rpts. v. 2 (Engl. Common law rpts. v. 75) 1854Sergeant & Rawle's repts. 18.18 v. 1 (Perma)3 v. in all.7 - 9 P. M. E WileyAttendance-Students 4CirculationFor use in library 1“ ” at home 2
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Wednesday January 28. 1924.8 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty. 0Students- 32CirculationFor use in library 3“ home use.Looked through Proceedings of Bar Association of Tenn. with a view to selecting articles forindexing-1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance 5Faculty 0Students 5CirculationFor use in library 2For home use 1Rec'd from Carnegie Lib.-Cont. Serials.- 218 Pac-Gift of Mrs Maynard.Lilly, J. Collection of modern entries 1771Shower, B. Reports K. B. v. 1 1708Siderfin's Reports K .B. + 2 pts in 1 1714Tomlin's indexed digested index to Tenn repts. 1-7The form book. Phila. 1838.Versey & Beames Reports v. 1-2 (cop. 2)Worked on cards for these, making entries for Law Lib. official author cat., adding notes,adjusting subjects etc. Miss Baker called and arranged to send student help for cleaningbooks Fri. and Saturday. Wednesday Jan-23-7 to 9 P.M. E WileyAttendance -2.Circulation-In library.For home use - 3-
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Thursday Jan. 24. 19248 - 11 - H. H. TurnerAttendance:Faculty 0Students 11CirculationFor use in library- 3“ home use. 11 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendanceStudents 3Faculty 1CirculationFor use in libraryFor home use- 2Miscellaneous work. Went to Mr. Kirkman's office and left a message asking aboutshelving the Dean said he had asked to have measurements taken for at beginning ofsession. Mr. K. was not there but sent message later that he preferred to have the mattertaken up with Miss Baker.
Friday, January 25. 1924.8 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendanceFacultyStudents 23Circulation 1For use in library 1“ home use 0
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance.Students 8Faculty 1CirculationFor use in LibraryFor home use 6Mended, re-lettered, dated etc.- books recently rec'd. Stored Ed. 2 dups of Amer &Engl. Cyc. Law in hall closet. Rec'd.140 N. E.Student helper & Mr Wells brought vacuum cleaner from Carnegie Library and went to workin Room 13. Phoned from home in the a.m.& gave message for Miss Baker of Mr.Kirkman's concerning shelving.
Saturday, January 26. 19248 - 1. H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 1Students 31CirculationFor use in library“ home use.1 - 3:00 E. L. OgdenAttendance.Students 1Faculty 0CirculationFor home use 0For use in library 0Vacuum cleaning in Room 13 progress practically all day. Cleaned Dictionaries toduplicate vols. inclusive in Room 13 and under windows in Reading room. E. L. O. packedduplicates in hall closet, releasing five shelves in Room 13-ReceivedWilson's reports (new) 1v.Phillipps on evidence- 2v . (gifts of Mrs. Maynard)“ ” “ 6v. previously in Law Lib.& sent CarnegieLib. for cataloguing.Miss Baker sent note asking for measurements of shelves desired-
63Monday. January 28. 1924
8 - 1 - H. H. TurnerAttendanceFaculty 0Students 12Visitors 3No classes. Students matriculating and asking for new schedule.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttendance 0StudentsFacultyCirculation 0Miscellaneous work - chiefly on catalog& inventory list of books transferred to closet;calculation of shelves etc. End of first term -
